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Fluorescence signal-to-noise optimisation for
real-time PCR using universal reporter
oligonucleotides†
Michael Lehnert, a Elena Kipf,ab Franziska Schlenker,ab Nadine Borst,b
Roland Zengerleabc and Felix von Stetten*ab
In this study we optimised the ﬂuorescence signal generation of contact quenched universal reporter
oligonucleotides. These are used as secondary probes in real-time Mediator Probe PCR to detect the
sequence-speciﬁc cleavage of label-free primary mediator probes. Since the ﬂuorescence signal
generation of a universal reporter is not inﬂuenced by the target DNA sequence, optimisation of the
ﬂuorescence signal-to-noise ratio will improve the performance of all Mediator Probe PCRs that are
based on this type of universal reporter. To determine the critical factors inﬂuencing signal-to-noise
optimisation, we systematically analysed four parameters. These parameters were type of ﬂuorophore,
type of quencher molecule, intramolecular orientation of both residuals, and the number of quencher
labels. In total, more than 30 diﬀerent ﬂuorogenic universal reporter structures were analysed, covering
the whole ﬂuorescence spectrum from green to crimson. From our results, we deduced a novel set of
guidelines for signal-to-noise optimisation in the design of contact quenched, ﬂuorogenic universal
reporter oligonucleotides. We conﬁrmed these guidelines in a diﬀerent thermocycler, and by designing
a second set of universal reporters, which were used for multiplex real-time PCR quantiﬁcation of acute
lymphoblastic leukaemia marker sequences. This optimised biplex Mediator Probe PCR showed an
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improved performance under clinical conditions, with a 10 times higher resolution regarding the limit of
quantiﬁcation. In addition to Mediator Probe PCR, these guidelines may also prove useful in signal-to-
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noise optimisation of other ﬂuorescence-based assays where contact quenched oligonucleotides or
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secondary reporter molecules are used.

Introduction
Selective uorescence signal generation is a key technique in
molecular biology. In particular, uorogenic oligonucleotides
are essential in nucleic acid analysis. They are widely applied in
real-time PCR, which is the standard method for sequencespecic DNA detection and quantication.1 Furthermore, uorogenic oligonucleotides are also used in new, upcoming technologies like digital PCR and monochrome multiplexing.2,3
Conventional real-time PCR uses sequence-specic uorogenic
DNA probes which are labelled with a uorophore and
a quencher molecule. There are diﬀerent kinds of uorogenic
probes and diﬀerent mechanisms of uorescent signal
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generation.4–6 Most initially form a random coil structure, which
enables uorescence energy transfer from the uorophore to
the quencher residual (e.g. hydrolysis probes). In the presence
of the target DNA sequence, uorescence signal generation
occurs when the probe is cleaved during polymerase primer
extension, separating uorophore and quencher to a maximum
distance.6,7 Other DNA probes adopt a distinct conformation in
the initial stage (e.g. molecular beacons). This conformation
forces uorophore and quencher very close to each other, which
leads to a very strong uorescence quenching known as contact
quenching.6,8,9 This results in high signal-to-noise ratios when
the oligonucleotide unfolds during the process of target DNA
detection. Even though signals are generated in diﬀerent ways,
uorogenic DNA probes generally have two characteristics in
common: (1) a high uorescence signal increase is important to
obtain a good real-time PCR performance.10,11 (2) Since a uorogenic DNA probe binds complementarily to its target site, the
probe sequence, and thus its uorogenic properties, are
aﬀected by the DNA sequence. This can be caused by, for
example, G-quenching or greater separation of uorophore and
quencher due to an increased probe length. Therefore, the
target DNA sequence inuences the uorescence signal
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generation, which makes probe design less exible and more
laborious.12
To avoid the inuence of the target DNA sequence, diﬀerent
approaches exist which use sequence-independent reporter
molecules for uorescence signal generation.13 One of these
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methods is Mediator Probe PCR. Here, label-free, sequencespecic mediator probes are used in combination with uorogenic universal reporter oligonucleotides (Fig. 1, top). Inside the
molecular structure of a universal reporter, the uorophore and
quencher are very close to each other.10,14 The uorescence

Top: Basic structure of the ﬂuorogenic universal reporter oligonucleotide used in Mediator Probe PCR. Since a universal reporter is target
sequence independent, it can be used for tracing DNA-detection events via ﬂuorescence signal generation in many PCRs. In addition, universal
reporters may also be applied in additional nucleic acid ampliﬁcation and detection technologies making use of secondary probes. The universal
reporter structure was modelled with OligoPAD (GNWI mbH, Germany). A universal reporter consists of a target-independent mediator
hybridisation sequence, a ﬂuorophore–quencher pair, and a stem–loop region which minimises the distance between the ﬂuorophore and
quencher residuals and promotes contact quenching.6,8 The quencher is coupled to the 50 -end of the oligonucleotide while the ﬂuorophore is
coupled to the base of the nucleotide complementary to the 50 -end. In the case of green ﬂuorophores, the bottom end of the stem-loop region
consisted of A and T. In all other cases, a GC-clamp was used. The 30 -end of a universal reporter is blocked using a C3 blocking group. Bottom:
Reaction mechanism of the Mediator Probe PCR.10,14 DNA detection via the mediator probe (steps A and B) and signal generation at a universal
reporter (steps C–E) are two decoupled processes and can therefore be optimised independently from each other. The mediator extension assay
consists of steps C–E, and can be used to analyse the ﬂuorogenic properties of a particular universal reporter by adding a respective mediator
sequence directly to the reaction mixture.
Fig. 1
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signal is therefore initially suppressed by means of contact
quenching.6,8,15,16 During PCR, the mediator probe is cleaved
and its mediator sequence is released. This mediator
sequence binds to the complementary hybridisation site of
a distinct universal reporter molecule, where it functions as
a primer for polymerase extension. During this process, uorophore and quencher are separated, leading to a high
uorescence signal increase. Because DNA detection via
mediator probes and signal generation using universal
reporters are two diﬀerent steps, it is possible to optimise
both processes independently of each other (Fig. 1, bottom).10
General guidelines for the design of label-free mediator
probes have already been published.17 Using these guidelines,
Mediator Probe PCR has achieved a performance comparable
to state-of-the-art real-time PCRs, and oen achieves an even
better detection limit.18 However, no guidelines for universal
reporter uorescence signal optimisation are available yet,
and therefore Mediator Probe PCR is still below its potential
capacity. Once optimised, these universal reporters will
improve the performance of all real-time PCRs in which they
are used. This will be reected by higher uorescence signal
increases, resulting in better R2-values as well as improved
quantication and detection limits.
Fluorescence signal generation during real-time PCR can
be improved by increasing the maximum uorescence signal
in the dequenched state, and by decreasing the uorescence
in the initial state. When successful, both approaches will
result in a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is the
quotient of the maximum uorescence signal of a positive
sample in real-time PCR and the quenched signal of the
respective no template control (NTC).10 In the last few years,
many studies have been published analysing diﬀerent factors
inuencing the SNR, mostly focusing on optimisation of the
quenching processes.8,11,15,19,20 However, optimisation of the
SNR by decreasing the initial uorescence signal in the
ground state with improved uorescence quenching, and
simultaneously increasing the maximum uorescence signal
has not yet been systematically studied and published for
contact quenched oligonucleotides such as universal
reporters.
In this study, we analysed the relevant factors impacting on
the uorescence signal generation of contact quenched oligonucleotides in order to improve universal reporter SNRs. Due to
highly systematic experimental procedures, we were able to
work out the dominant factors which must be considered
regarding the design of contact quenched oligonucleotides.
These factors are described as guidelines which are presented
as results in this paper.

Materials and methods
Oligonucleotides
All oligonucleotides were custom synthesised (biomers.net
GmbH, Germany). The secondary structure of each universal
reporter was modelled and visualised using the soware OligoPAD (Version 0.3.0.2, GNWI mbH, Germany). All universal
reporter molecules analysed in this study were derived from
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a set of ve universal reporter sequences (see ESI†) which were
recently published.18 Even though these ve universal reporters
have diﬀerent DNA sequences, all the molecules have a similar
secondary structure, which is presented in Fig. 1. The exact
conguration and coupling strategy of uorophore and
quencher depended on the experiment conducted and are
described in detail in the relevant sections of this paper.
In this study, the uorophore and quencher residues were
located at the clamp of the universal reporter stem–loop region.
Each molecule was coupled to one nucleotide of a complementary base pair. In most cases, the 50 -end of the universal reporter
was modied with the quencher and the uorophore was
coupled to the base of the complementary nucleotide. Due to
the high binding strength of the stem–loop structure and the
strong interaction of the potential uorophore–quencher pair,
both residues were brought into close contact to promote
contact quenching.6,19
Mediator extension assay and uorescence measurements
The uorogenic performance of a universal reporter was characterised by a mediator extension assay (Fig. 1, bottom, C–E).10
In this assay, the universal reporter is activated directly by
a mediator in the reaction mix. Five diﬀerent DNA sequences
were used as mediators, each complementary to the hybridisation sequence of a certain universal reporter. Each mediator
had a length of 19–20 bases to achieve a binding energy of
approximately 16 kcal mol1, which had been calculated with
OligoPAD. Mediators had a concentration of 150 nM and
universal reporters of 100 nM. In negative controls, the mediator was replaced by PCR grade water (Qiagen). For mastermix,
HotStar TaqPlus Mastermix (Qiagen) was used, with 5 mM
MgCl2 and 1 BSA (NEB) added. During universal reporter
uorescence signal optimisation, all experiments were carried
out in a RotorgeneQ (RGQ; Qiagen) thermocycler. Once optimisation was nished, additional runs were carried out in
a StepOnePlus thermocycler (ABI) to test the robustness of our
guidelines. Mediator extension was studied under real-time
PCR conditions to consider side eﬀects such as thermobleaching of uorophores. The thermocycling protocols given in
Tables 1 and 2 were used.
A uorescence readout was taken aer each annealing and
extension step at 60  C. In each experimental set-up, all samples
were tested as triplicates. Since uorophores are sensitive to
diﬀerent error sources such as degradation due to repetitive
freezing and thawing or photobleaching, all universal reporter
molecules were aliquoted and stored at 20  C, protected from
light, until use. During experimental set-up, reaction mixes
were pipetted on ice and aerwards protected from light. To
prevent minor systematic errors due to inter-run deviations, all
universal reporters which belonged to one experimental set-up
were processed within a single run. For larger set-ups, an
inter-run control was added (Table 1).
Universal reporter SNR analysis. From each triplicate, the
mean value and standard derivation (STD; n  1) were calculated. For characterisation of the uorogenic properties of
a universal reporter, the signal-to-noise (SNR; formula (1)) and
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Thermocycling protocol used for the mediator extension
measurements in the Rotor-Gene-Q and StepOnePlus
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Table 1

Step

Repeats

Substep

T [ C]

t [s]

Hot start
Mediator extension

1
45

—
Denaturation
Annealing and
extension

95
94
60

300
5
30

Table 2 Thermocycling protocol used for the real-time PCRs in the
StepOnePlus

Step

Repeats

Hot start
Cycling

1
50

Substep

Denaturation
Annealing and
extension

T [ C]

t [s]

95
94
60

120
5
30

signal error (e; formula (2)) were calculated. If the StepOnePlus
was used for SNR analysis, an additional pre-processing
step was added, since low uorescence signals were
abstracted as negative values. In this step, the data from each
run were normalised by shiing the domain into the positive
data range.

SNR ¼

the mediator extension assay were used. For the concentration
runs, a serial dilution of the concentration of the universal
reporter (1600 nM to 100 nM) was performed according to the
user manual. In the biplex Mediator Probe real-time PCR, the
following oligonucleotide concentrations were used: universal
reporter: 100 nM, mediator probe: 200 nM, forward primer:
50 nM, reverse primer: 75 nM. Quantinova Multiplex PCR
Mastermix (Qiagen) was used in a 1 concentration with 15 mg
BSA (NEB) added to each reaction mix. Human DNA samples
from anonymised patients suﬀering from acute lymphoblastic
leukaemia (ALL) were provided by the Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin. The minimal residual disease (MRD)
assessments were approved by the Ethics Commission of the
Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin, and the informed consent
of patients and/or guardians was obtained accordingly. As
genomic MRD markers, a specic break-point region of the
gene fusion ETV6-RUNX1, which frequently occurs in ALL
patients, and a clonal gene rearrangement of the T-cell receptor
delta locus (Vd2Dd3) were used.21,22 From each target sequence,
a dilution series from 1000 to 10 copies was set up in a background of 100 000 copies of buﬀy coat DNA. The total amount of
the sample DNA per reaction was 500 ng. From this dilution
series, R2 and the limit of quantication were determined in
order to compare real-time PCR performances. The thermocycling protocol of the SOP is given in Table 2. A uorescence
readout was taken aer each annealing and extension step at
60  C.

mean maximum fluorescence signal of activated universal reporters
mean fluorescence signal of negative samples

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

2 
2ﬃ
STD fluorescence of pos: samples
STD fluorescence of neg: samples
E ¼ SNR 
þ
mean fluorescence of pos: samples
mean fluorescence of neg: samples

Student's t-test. To check for signicant variation between
the SNRs of diﬀerently labelled universal reporters, a Student's
t-test was performed. A two-tailed type 3 Student's t-test was
used, since the direction of signicant diﬀerences was not clear
for all SNR test series, and it was assumed that diﬀerent uorophore labels would lead to variations in the respective
universal reporter SNRs.
Real-time PCR. Biplex real-time Mediator Probe PCRs were
conducted in the laboratory of the department of paediatrics,
division of oncology and haematology, Charité, Berlin. The
StepOnePlus thermocycler, which was already implemented in
the laboratory routine, was used. Before starting real-time PCR
testing, a calibration of the StepOnePlus (SOP) was done
according to the manufacturer's information. Instead of the
uorophore labels, universal reporters previously activated by

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

(1)

(2)

Results and discussion
Analysing the inuence of quencher type, orientation and
quantity
First, the inuence of the quencher residues and positions on
the SNR was analysed. Four diﬀerent types of universal reporter
were designed, each with a unique quencher conguration
(Fig. 2A1–A4). In addition, to minimise the risk of observing
eﬀects which are limited to a certain uorescence spectrum,
each universal reporter type was synthesised with three
diﬀerent uorophores, namely FAM, HEX and Cy5 (Fig. 2B–D).
All four universal reporter types are depicted in Fig. 2(A). The
results of the mediator extension are shown in Fig. 2B–D (coloured symbols), together with the respective negative controls
(Fig. 2B–D, grey symbols). All positive samples showed
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a signicant uorescence signal increase, while no increase was
observed in any NTC. This stresses the high specicity of
mediator triggered universal reporter activation. At each wavelength, all NTC baselines were found within the same uorescence signal range, indicating a similar quenching. The Cy5
labelled universal reporters showed the highest quenching,
especially when the uorophore was coupled internally to the
base and a 50 -BHQ2 modication was used. In general, it can be
observed that 50 -quencher modications always lead to higher
SNRs compared to an internal quencher modication.
Furthermore, the SNRs of universal reporters with a 50 -BMN-Q535 quencher modication were always among the highest of all
universal reporters. Therefore, this quencher can be regarded as
the basic 50 -modication for all uorescence spectra. No
signicant diﬀerences were observed between the SNRs of all
other universal reporter variations, where an internal uorophore and 50 -quencher modication were used. In particular,
universal reporters modied with one or two BMN-Q-535
quenchers showed almost identical SNRs due to similar uorescence quenching and increase. In contrast to double
quenched hydrolysis probes, no higher quenching eﬃciencies
were observed for double quenched universal reporters when
used in real-time PCR detection.3

Analysis of uorophore positioning considering diﬀerent
quencher types

Fluorescence signal generation and SNR analyses via mediator
extension assay. The tests were carried out at three diﬀerent wavelengths to minimize the risk of observing eﬀects which are restricted to
a certain ﬂuorescence spectrum. (A) For each ﬂuorescence spectrum,
four diﬀerent universal reporter labelling strategies were tested, where
each had a diﬀerent ﬂuorophore-quencher composition and/or
position. The quenchers were systematically varied using BHQ1 or
BHQ2 and BMN-Q-535. To study the inﬂuence of ﬂuorophore and
quencher orientation, two universal reporter types were designed,
where the ﬂuorophore and quencher position was switched (1 & 2). For
this purpose BHQ-molecules were used, since these quenchers can
be coupled both internally and to the 50 -end at reasonable costs. The
eﬀect of multiple quencher residues per universal reporter was tested
by coupling two quenchers to the 50 -end (4). Since this was not
possible using BHQ-quenchers, two BMN-Q-535 quenchers were
used instead. To ensure a systematic experimental process, a universal
reporter with only one BMN-Q-535 quencher at the 50 -end was
designed (3). The results for the diﬀerent ﬂuorescence spectra are
presented in the diagrams (B) (green), (C) (yellow) and (D) (red). Each
diagram shows the signal curves together with the curves of the
respective NTCs (left). For more accurate presentation of the ﬂuorescence signals, a second diagram is provided on the right. Here, for
Fig. 2
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Besides the SNR, diﬀerences can also be found regarding the
shape of the signal curves (Fig. 2). All universal reporters
labelled with a BHQ at their 50 -terminus showed irreversible
signal generation. Here, a sigmoidal uorescence increase was
observed, which remained stable in a plateau. In contrast, all
universal reporters with a BMN-Q-535 quencher showed a drop
in the uorescence signal aer reaching their maximum. To
analyse this mechanism of irreversible signal generation in
more detail, two additional universal reporter types were
designed. These were again labelled with BHQ2 or BMN-Q-535
at the 50 -end, but had an internal Cy5-modication which was
not directly opposite the quencher residual (Fig. 3, structures C
& D). The results are presented in Fig. 3 (bottom). As can be
seen, only when a Cy5 residual was coupled directly opposite the
50 -BHQ2 quencher, an irreversible uorescence signal generation was observed (Fig. 3, structure B). When Cy5 was not
coupled opposite the BHQ2-quencher or another quencher was
used, all universal reporters showed a signicant slope in the
signal curves (Fig. 3, structures A, C and D). These results show
that the polymerase has no preference for cleaving BHQ2 residues from a 50 -terminus, which leads to irreversible uorescence signal generation. Moreover, the type and position of the

each universal reporter the SNR (symbols) together with its standard
error is presented in the diagram, along with the range of ﬂuorescence
signal increase (bars). Comparing a SNR with the corresponding
ﬂuorescence signal increase, one can recognize whether a good
universal reporter performance (which is represented by a high SNR)
refers to a strong ﬂuorescence quenching, a high signal increase or
both eﬀects.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 3 Top: Four diﬀerent universal reporter types (A–D), which were tested regarding the inﬂuence of quencher type and orientation of ﬂuorophore and quencher. Bottom (left): ﬂuorescence signal curves generated during mediator extension using these four universal reporters.
Only the universal reporter labelled with a 50 -BHQ1-quencher directly opposite the ﬂuorophore (here Cy5) shows a stable plateau in the
ﬂuorescence signal. For all other combinations, a major decrease can be found after reaching the maximal ﬂuorescence signal. Bottom (right):
ﬂuorescence signal increase (bars) and respective SNRs of these four universal reporters.

quencher and uorophore residuals directly inuence this
process.6 This indicates that there is an interaction between
both residuals (e.g. a hydrogen bond) leading to a conformation
promoting irreversible signal generation. This may be due to an
enhanced opening of the stem–loop structure or because the
respective labels are cleaved oﬀ. Another possibility is that the
interaction between the two residuals prevents a refolding of
the universal reporter's stem. It further can be noticed that
there are diﬀerences in the height and increase of the uorescence signal. Universal reporters with a uorophore modication not directly opposite the quencher position (Fig. 3,
structures C and D) reached a higher maximum uorescence
signal and showed a stronger uorescence increase than those
where the uorophore was placed directly opposite the
quencher residual (Fig. 3, structures A and B). However, only
a minor inuence on the SNR value was found. In addition, we
were not able to see any link between the shape of the signal
curve and the respective real-time PCR performance. Nevertheless, for applications where an endpoint signal is analysed,
such as digital PCR, these eﬀects should be considered.
Inuence of the selected uorophore and quencher residues
on the signal generation
For further optimisation of the SNR, universal reporters with
a basic structure according to Fig. 1 were used. Fluorophores
were chosen with respect to the 5 uorescence channels of the
RGQ. Each channel allows distinct excitation and detection in
a particular uorescence spectrum. As quencher, BMN-Q-535
was used for all universal reporters. The results of the mediator extension assay are presented in Fig. 4. All tested universal

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

reporters showed a signicant uorescence signal increase aer
mediator extension, as well as a signicant change in the SNR. It
can be seen that the selection of the uorophore has a major
impact on the SNR. Diﬀerences can be found between universal
reporters which have their emission maxima in diﬀerent uorescence spectra of the RGQ, but also for universal reporters
whose uorophores share the same spectral range. Nevertheless, at least one universal reporter in each uorescence spectrum showed a SNR of approximately ten or higher, which can
be associated with a good multiplex real-time performance. As
can be seen in Fig. 4, the maximal uorescence signal and/or
the initial uorescence quenching signicantly inuenced the
SNRs of the tested universal reporters. In the case of the orange
and crimson uorescence spectra, universal reporters with the
highest signal increase also showed the highest SNRs. As one
expects, the highest uorescence signal increase was observed for
universal reporters whose uorophores had adsorption maxima
closest to the excitation wavelength of the RGQ, and had emission maxima within the detection window of the RGQ's broad
band lters. However, as can be seen for the green and yellow
uorescence spectra of the RGQ, a high uorescence signal
increase alone does not automatically imply optimum universal
reporter SNRs and therefore real-time PCR performance. In these
spectral ranges, the best SNRs are found with universal reporters
modied with FAM (green) and Atto-Rho-6G or HEX (yellow). In
both cases, the highest SNRs were due to a strong uorescence
quenching of the universal reporter in its initial, non-activated
stage, which counterbalanced a lower uorescence signal.
For further analysis, the universal reporter with the highest
SNR from each uorescence spectrum was selected and tested

Anal. Methods, 2018, 10, 3444–3454 | 3449
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with an alternative quencher (BHQ1 or BHQ2). In the case of the
yellow uorescence spectrum, no signicant diﬀerence was
observed between universal reporters modied with Atto-Rho6G or Hex (Fig. 4). Therefore, Atto-Rho-6G was chosen since
the combination Hex + BHQ1 had already been tested in this
study (Fig. 2). The results are shown in Fig. 5. The BHQ label led
to an additional increase in the SNRs for universal reporters
which carried Atto-647-N (red) and Cy5.5 (crimson) as a uorophore. Even though both universal reporters already showed
high SNRs of 42.1  2.1 (Atto-647-N) and 27.6  2.5 (Cy5.5) when
they had a BMN-Q-535 quencher, in both cases the SNR was
approximately doubled when a BHQ2-label was used instead.
Interestingly, the reasons for these signicant higher SNRs were
diﬀerent. While the combination Atto-647-N + BHQ2 led to
a higher maximum uorescence signal, the combination Cy5.5
+ BHQ2 led to a stronger uorescence quenching.
These results reect the high complexity of uorescence
quenching and signal generation processes for contact
quenched molecules. In contrast to FRET, which enables
energy transfer over a distance of up to approximately 10 nm,
contact quenching occurs only at very low distances of
approximately 1–2 nm. For this, a weak, non-covalent interaction between uorophore and quencher like a hydrogen
bond is required.16 Furthermore, for contact quenched molecules, quenching eﬃciency cannot be completely described by
the spectral overlap between donor and acceptor.6,20 Therefore, predicting of these interactions is rather complex, since
many factors (including quantum mechanics) must be taken
into account.23 Additionally, the structures of commercially
available uorophores are not all published, which further
hinders predictions.
From the results presented in Fig. 5, the uorophore–
quencher combination leading to the highest SNRs for each
spectral range was selected for further testing. Using this set of
ve diﬀerently labelled universal reporters, the reproducibility
of the SNRs was tested for intra-device variation in the RGQ with
three separate runs (Table 3).
As can be seen in Table 3, all the universal reporters showed
a good reproducibility regarding their SNRs. No signicant
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deviation could be observed between all three runs. In
comparison to Fig. 5, slightly lower SNRs were observed for
universal reporters in the uorescence spectra yellow and
orange. These variations may be due to minor errors sources as
described in the materials and methods section. Since these
variations were only observed for these two universal reporters,
Atto-Rho-6G and Atto-Rho-101 seem to be especially sensitive to
such eﬀects. Nevertheless, the SNRs still were around 10 or
higher, which is associated with good multiplex real-time PCR
performance.
Guidelines for signal-to-noise optimisation of uorogenic
universal reporters
From the results presented above we were able to dene
guidelines for optimising the SNRs of uorogenic universal
reporter oligonucleotides. These guidelines can be regarded as
an update to those presented before.10
(1) A universal reporter with the basic structure presented in
Fig. 1 (top) should be used. The quencher must be coupled to
the 50 -end of the universal reporter, and the uorophore to the
base directly opposite the quencher residual. To ensure that the
right nucleotide is selected for the uorophore modication, we
recommend calculating the secondary structure of the universal
reporter rst using appropriate bioinformatics soware tools.
With green uorophores such as FAM, AT-sequences must be
used in the stem–loop structure instead of a GC-clamp to
prevent G-quenching. In addition, the 30 -end must be blocked
with a C3-spacer.
(2) Perform the mediator extension assay and use high SNRs
as target values for the universal reporter optimisation. If
a universal reporter reaches a SNR of ten or higher, it can
generally be considered for multiplex real-time PCR applications. For some applications, a higher uorescence signal may
be useful. In this case, SNRs of approximately 15–30 should be
reached.
(3) For universal reporter optimisation, diﬀerent uorophores should be tested rst, in some cases even within the
same spectral range. While testing diﬀerent uorophores, the
quencher must be kept constant.

Fig. 4 SNR (diamonds) of URs with diﬀerent ﬂuorescence labels, together with the range of the respective ﬂuorescence signal increase (bars).
The colour of the bars indicates the ﬂuorescence spectrum of the ﬂuorophore used for ﬂuorescence signal generation. All universal reporters
were modiﬁed with a BMN-Q-535 quencher at their 50 -ends. As can be seen, the selection of the ﬂuorophore has a major impact on the SNR.
Even within the same spectral range, signiﬁcant diﬀerences can be observed.
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Fig. 5 : SNR (diamonds) of URs with diﬀerent quencher labels, together with the range of the respective ﬂuorescence signal increase (bars). The
colour of the bars indicates the ﬂuorescence spectrum of the ﬂuorophore used for ﬂuorescence signal generation. A signiﬁcant eﬀect can be
observed in the red and crimson ﬂuorescence spectra.

(4) When the uorophore has been xed but the SNR is still
too low, testing diﬀerent quenchers may lead to an additional
increase. In this case, diﬀerent quencher modications should
be tested at the 50 -end of the universal reporter while the
internal uorophore modication is kept constant.

Guideline test in second thermocycler
To test the robustness of the described guidelines, additional
experiments were carried out in a second real-time thermocycler
(SOP). In contrast to the RGQ, the SOP uses one single wavelength of 470 nm for excitation of all uorophores, and has
detection lters for the wavelengths 520 nm, 550 nm, 580 nm
and 610 nm. According to guidelines 1, 2 and 3, three diﬀerent
universal reporters were designed, each with a diﬀerent uorescence label. Since the wavelength of maximum light
absorption of most uorophores is approximately 20–30 nm
below their wavelength of maximum uorescence emission,
using a single wavelength thermocycler for multiplex applications is suboptimal and more challenging. Therefore, Dy494-XL
was selected as one of the uorophores due to its large Stokes
shi of 122 nm. The SNRs of these three universal reporters
were rst compared using the mediator extension assay. The
results are given in Table 4.

Student's t-tests were carried out to compare the respective
SNR test series of universal reporters labelled with the diﬀerent
uorophores and to check for signicant diﬀerences. The
results are given in Table 5.
As can be seen in Table 5, signicant diﬀerences in the SNRs
can be found between universal reporters labelled with FAM
and HEX (p ¼ 0.023), and FAM and Dy494XL (p ¼ 0.016). In
contrast, no signicant diﬀerences were found between the
SNRs of universal reporters labelled with HEX and Dy494-XL
(p ¼ 0.42).
In the next step, two combinations of these universal reports
were applied to compare their real-time PCR performances
under relevant clinical conditions. For this purpose, an FAM
labelled universal reporter was used to detect the gene fusion
ETV6-Runx1 in the rst biplex Mediator Probe PCR, while in the
second Dy494XL was selected. As an inter-reaction control, both
biplex Mediator-Probe PCRs used the same HEX labelled
universal reporter for Vd2Dd3 detection. The real-time PCR
performance was characterised according to the oﬃcial guidelines of the European MRD Council (Euro-MRD-Group) for ALL
monitoring. The results are presented in Fig. 6. Using the Hex
labelled universal reporters, both real-time PCRs showed
comparable performance characteristics reected by R2 values
of 0.99 and 1.0, an LOD of 104 and almost identical

Table 3 Reproducibility of the SNR, obtained by mediator extension in three independent runs (Run1–Run3), performed in a RGQ thermocycler
(Qiagen). The optical properties of the RQG and the modiﬁcations of the tested universal reporters are listed according to manufacturer
information. In the case of the crimson ﬂorescence channel, a high pass ﬂuorescence detection ﬁlter was used (HP).

Fluorescence
channel of RGQ

RGQ
lmax excitation (nm)

RGQ
lmax detection

Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Crimson

470
530
585
625
680

510
555
610
660
710

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

(nm)

Internal uorophore
label

50 -Quencher
modication

SNR Run1

SNR Run2

SNR Run3

CV (%)

FAM
Atto-Rho-6-G
Atto-Rho-101
Atto-647-N
Cy5.5

BMN-Q-535
BHQ-1
BMN-Q-535
BHQ2
BHQ2

26.4  2.4
10.7  1.7
16.7  1.3
60.1  7.0
38.2  6.0

24.5 
13.0 
18.4 
76.1 
37.9 

21.3 
14.0 
19.3 
71.0 
41.3 

19.23
23.12
22.07
16.75
23.77

1.5
1.0
2.3
1.9
2.7

2.6
1.3
2.7
3.8
6.3
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SNR results of the mediator extension assay in the SOP for three diﬀerent universal reporters. The optical properties of the SOP and the
modiﬁcations of the tested universal reporters are listed according to manufacturer information
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Table 4

Name of SOP uorescence
channel

SOP
lmax excitation (nm)

SOP
lmax detection

Blue
Green
Red

470
470
470

520
550
610

uorescence signal increases. In contrast, major diﬀerences can
be found in the real-time PCR performances of the FAM and
Dy494XL labelled universal reporters. The Dy494XL label gave
a comparable uorescence signal increase to the Hex label, but

p-values calculated by comparing SNR test series of universal
reporters labelled with FAM, HEX or Dy494-XL using Student's t-test.
p-values #0.05 indicate signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the populations of
the two test series

Table 5

Fluorophore of
universal reporter used
in SNR test series A

Fluorophore of
universal reporter used
in SNR test series B

p-Value calculated
by Student's t-test

Dy494-XL
FAM
FAM

HEX
Dy494-XL
HEX

0.42211508
0.016006779
0.02349825

(nm)

Internal uorophore
label

50 -Quencher

SNR

FAM
HEX
Dy494-XL

BMN-Q-535
BMN-Q-535
BMN-Q-535

11.56  3.6
7.1  0.5
7.4  0.48

showed high deviations in the uorescence signal curves for
lower target DNA copy numbers. Because of this, an R2 of 0.94
and an LOQ of 103 were achieved, which do not conform to the
oﬃcial guidelines for MRD quantication of ALL targets.22
Using the FAM labelled universal reporter, a signicantly higher
uorescence signal increase was achieved in comparison to all
other universal reporters. This increase led to smaller deviations in the uorescence signal curves of all DNA concentrations. Therefore, an R2 of 0.98 and an LOQ of 104 were
achieved, which do conform to the oﬃcial MRD guidelines.
These results are also reected by the Student's t-test (Table 5),
where the FAM labelled universal reporter showed signicantly
higher SNRs compared to the Dy494-XL or HEX labelled
universal reporters. This does not mean that those uorophores
which led to lower SNRs in our SOP experiments should
generally be avoided in Mediator Probe real-time PCRs. Rather,
it stresses that the performance of a universal reporter with

Fig. 6 Comparison of the real-time PCR performances of two biplex Mediator Probe PCRs with diﬀerent universal reporter combinations. The
gene fusion ETV6-Runx1 and the gene rearrangement Vd2Dd3, which are maker DNA sequences for monitoring acute lymphoblastic leukaemia,
were used as targets. In each biplex Mediator Probe PCR, a diﬀerently ﬂuorescence-labelled universal reporter was used for detection of ETV6Runx1, namely FAM (a) or Dy494XL (b). In both set-ups, the same Hex-labelled universal reporter was used for detecting VD2Dd3. From each
target DNA sequence, a serial dilution of 1000 DNA copies (102) to 10 DNA copies (104) in 100 000 copies of buﬀy coat (BC) background DNA
was set up. From this serial dilution, R2 and the limit of quantiﬁcation (LOQ), which are critical factors in MRD monitoring, were calculated.
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a distinct uorophore label may change when applied in
a thermocycler with distinct optical properties. Therefore,
according to our guidelines, the selection of the uorophore is
of major importance for the universal reporter SNR, and so
signicantly inuences the performance of a Mediator Probe
real-time PCR.

Conclusion
In order to derive guidelines for the signal-to-noise optimisation of universal uorogenic reporter oligonucleotides, we
analysed and compared four factors: (1) type of uorophore (2)
type of quencher, (3) position and orientation of uorophore
and quencher residues (4) number of quencher molecules. Even
though all tested universal reporters had a similar biochemical
structure, with a dual uorophore–quencher-label with
minimum separation, signicant diﬀerences in the SNRs were
still observed. Once the position of uorophore and quencher
had been xed, we were able to show that the selection of
a uorophore has a major impact on the SNR. Even within the
same spectral range, diﬀerent uorophores lead to signicant
variations in the SNRs. The type of quencher molecule also
inuenced the SNR of a universal reporter, but the observed
impact was lower compared to the impact of the selected uorophore. In contrast, the number of quencher molecules
coupled to one universal reporter had no observed eﬀect on the
SNR. This can be explained by the diﬀerent quenching mechanisms of hydrolysis probes and contact quenched universal
reporters.
From these results we were able to derive guidelines which
should be used for SNR optimisation of universal reporter
oligonucleotides in Mediator Probe PCRs. These guidelines can
be regarded as an update and an addition to those previously
presented for Mediator Probe PCR.10,17 These SNR optimisation
guidelines will help the community to set up new Mediator
Probe PCR systems, or to deduce such systems from other
established real-time PCR detection formats such as 50 nuclease
PCRs. We also demonstrated the improvement, with respect to
the limit of quantication, of existing Mediator Probe PCRs. By
testing diﬀerent uorophores according to guideline 3, we were
able to improve our limit of quantication by a factor of 10.
Since no sophisticated functions like melting curve analysis or
curve tting are needed in our optimisation process, these
guidelines are compatible with all real-time PCR thermocyclers.
Furthermore, SNR analysis, rather than real-time PCRs, can be
conducted during the process of uorescence signal optimisation, and once one universal reporter has been optimised it can
be used in the design of all subsequent real-time PCR assays,
independent of the target sequence. This will save time, costs
and sample material.
It can be assumed that these SNR guidelines are not
restricted to Mediator Probe PCRs alone. They may also be
applied to increase the SNRs of other contact quenched molecules (e.g. molecular beacons, scorpion primers), uorogenic
biomolecules (e.g. dual-labelled antibodies) or to improve signal
generation in other technologies which make use of primary
probes and secondary uorogenic reporters.4,13,24
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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